I. INTRODUCTION
Triggered by active investigations on LDPC in both information theory (IT) [l, 2, 31, and statistical physics (SP) [4, 51 communities, there is growing interest in the relationship between the IT and SP analysis. As the two communities investigate similar problems, one may expect techniques known in one framework to bring about new developments in the other. Here we present a direct SP method to determine the critical noise level of Gallager type LDPC codes which allows us to focus on the differences between various decoding criteria and to define the critical noise level for which decoding is theoretically feasible.
MAGNETIZATION ENUMERATOR
Boolean codeword ?' . Upon transmission via a noisy channel (binary symmetric in this case), a noise fiO (flip rate p per bit), is added, to yield the received vector F, with which a set of ( N -K ) parity checks for the possible noise vectors is constructed. A (regular) code A ( k , j ) is characterized as having k noise components in each parity check, while each noise component is involved in j parity checks, such that the code rate is given by R = 1 -j / k = K I N . Z,,(A, 3 ) is the set of noise vectors satisfying all parity checks. Any general decoding scheme is then based on selecting a vector 6' from Z,,(A, 3) using some noise statistics criterion. Upon successful decoding 6' will be selected, while a decoding error is declared when a vector 6* # 6' is selected. Upon mapping the field ((0, l}, +mod(2)) onto (11, -l}, x ) , and adapting the parity checks correspondingly, the statistics of a noise vector 6 can be described by its magnetization m(6) E k CL, nl. sen with the magnetization that minimizes the free energy at temperature T = 1 (Nishimori's condition [5] , corresponding to a proper choice of prior in the Bayesian framework). All three decoding schemes can be shown t o yield the same critical noise level p c , and, using Nishimori's gauge theory [5] , this can be shown to be exact. 
